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sidemount is what we love, sidemount is how we dive.

[Why] D I V I N G  C E N T E R



[Flow], the first, Sidemount-only 
event in the world. 

[Flow] will be “the” place to 
meet some of the world’s most 
prominent Sidemount divers, 
find out the latest innovations, 
hear (and see) about their latest 
projects and get valuable inside-
tips, on equipment, configuration 
and the limitless adaptability of 
Sidemount.
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                                  [Cala Gonone], Cala Gonone, is an 
oasis nestled between sea and high cliffs in the 

Gulf of Orosei. The area has the most unique features 
in the Sardinian Region.Traces of old volcanic activity, 

canyons among incredible limestone cliffs, remains of ancient 
civilizations and an incredible number of caves are just some 

of the breathtaking scenarios that this place has to offer. 
The coastline of the Gulf is renowned for its beauty and the 

spectacular crystal clear water that shines under the light of 
the sun, make the perfect setting for your stay. Everything adds 
up to make this little city perfect for an holiday full of culture, 

good food and outdoor activities suitable for everyone.
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[Diving]

                                        [Diving], For those who enjoy diving,
the depths of Gonone are home to wrecks, 
rocky bottoms, caves and galleries full of 

stalactites and stalagmites with very different 
limestone concretions that cover rooms, tunnels 
and passages, that also makes the Gulf an ideal 

spot for cave divers. The shallow clear waters near 
the coast have the perfect conditions for improving 

your skills and  training, while all the dive spots 
are breathtaking in their own unique way.
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[Bluforia], Bluforia Diving 
was born with the main aim of 
sharing an innovative diving 
experience, bringing together 
techniques of recreational and 
technical diving, always offering 
quality training and experiences, 
with paths built with care always 
maintaining high standards of 
safety, professionalism and fun.
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                              [Xdeep], XDEEP brand was born in 2011 
from the same passion which drives explorers to find 

new paths. From the beginning, the goal was to create the 
equipment that will let the divers go further, deeper, and be safe.

The brand established its worldwide presence in 2012 with the launch of 
STEALTH 2.0 – a revolutionary sidemount system, which has now gone 

mainstream and many of its solutions are now adopted by others. 
After ten years, it is now the global leader in sidemount configuration and the 

most complete, versatile, and proven sidemount system available on the market.
XDEEP is also now the world’s leading manufacturer of sidemount and backmount BCDs 
and accessories for cave and technical divers as well as advanced recreational divers. XDEEP 
is currently focusing on rapidly increasing the product range with revolutionary product 
solutions from its NX Series, such as the latest NX700 regulators. XDEEP BCDs are designed 
and produced entirely in the EU using top-quality components and made in XDEEP’s own 

production facility in Europe. Materials used for XDEEP BCDs come from EU and the US.
If it carries the XDEEP logo, it carries the passion for performance and safety.
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[Guided Diving]
We start the day by exploring all of the 

wonders that can be found underwater in 
the Gulf of Orosei. Our guest speakers will 

be diving alongside you on the latest and 
greatest sidemount equipment. 

Open water / Wreck / Cave / Deep

[Presentations]
Afternoons will bring knowledgeable 

presentations from our guest speakers on all 
of the hot topics related to sidemount.

[Day Plan] D I V I N G  C E N T E R



[Presentations]

Garry Dallas
Steve Davis

Mariona Yepes Daviu
Mikko Paasi

Daniele Pontis
Andy Torbet     

Cristina Zenato
DAN Europe team
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[Garry Dallas]

Mankind has always tried to find a way to control water, 
then manipulate it to become our servant. Put water in 

a glass, it becomes the glass. A diver’s body and mind 
should be free not rigid… like water… feel… 

be the water, not the glass.

[THE ART OF BALANCE & TRIM]
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[Steve Davis]

Over the past three years through his acclaimed podcast Speaking 
Sidemount, Steve Davis has been able to speak and share with over 

60 of the foremost sidemount divers in the world. In his presentation, 
Steve will share the highlights of his interviews, the very best stories, 

his biggest learnings, and how his perspective on sidemount diving 
has changed after talking and sharing with his guests. He’ll delve into 

the core factors that are key to great sidemount diving and then look 
at where sidemount diving might go over the coming years.

  [SIDEMOUNT 2021 - WHERE ARE WE & 
WHERE TO FROM HERE?]
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[Mariona Yepes Daviu]

    When we think of sidemount, what usually comes to our minds are 
very experienced technical divers exploring the depths or the cave 
systems on their rebreathers. What if I told you sidemount is also 

suitable for recreational divers, seeking to start their path in technical 
diving, or simply adding a more complex and exciting variable to their 

diving? In this presentation I will explain to you why sidemount is a 
great option for a smooth transition between recreational and 

technical diving, based on my own experience.

        [A JOURNEY FROM RECREATIONAL 
TO TECHNICAL DIVING]
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[Mikko Paasi]

(OC vs. CCR sidemount configurations during the Thai cave rescue.) 

Usually we can choose when, where and how we dive and we have 
time to get organised and plan our dives, but what if you don’t?

In this 90 min presentation I take you through the challenges of 
choosing the right configuration for the unknown and complex 

situations during the remote area extraction of the Thai football team 
from the flooded Tham Luang cave system in 2018.

[RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB]
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[Daniele Pontis]

The perfect relationship between two world class pieces of 
equipment. Tips, tricks and advice on how to maximize the true 

potential of the KISS Sidewinder when matched with 
the XDEEP harness.

When configured correctly no other set-up competes with this partnership. 

[KISS SIDEWINDER REBREATHER 
ON XDEEP SET-UP]
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[Andy Torbet]

  [SIDE MOUNT FOR SUMP DIVING, ROPE 
CLIMBING AND RESCUE SCENARIOS]

In cave exploration where the system is a mix of submerged and 
dry passageways side-mount offers many advantages. These are 

especially obvious when the exits and entries are difficult, tunnels 
are constricted or become vertical. The modular, flexible and easy 

logistics of side-mount that assists in all this also lends itself to 
dealing with cave rescues where underwater sections present extra 

hazards and obstacles to extraction.
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[Cristina Zenato]

[BAHAMAS: AT THE EDGE OF EXPLORATION]

Finding a new cave is every explorer’s dream. In 2020 Cristina 
Zenato and Kewin Lorenzen were able to have their dream come 

true twice. Working on the island of Grand Bahama, they discovered 
the entrance, explored, mapped, and conducted scientific research 

in two new cave systems. This presentation is about the uniqueness 
of these caves, the work and hurdles they had to go through to find 

and explore them, some of the scientific results already collected, 
with an overview of the technology used in the process.
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[DAN Europe team]

[DIVER DATA COLLECTION, 
REAL-TIME MONITORING, AND 

DECOMPRESSION ANALYSIS: AT THE 
FOREFRONT OF DIVING MEDICAL 

RESEARCH.]
                            Besides assisting divers in an emergency, or covering 

         their expenses when they get treated, DAN Europe works on incident 
prevention, which also includes scientific research. Understanding the large 

variety of diving environments and conditions, and how our bodies react to them 
helps us make diving safer, and arm the next generation of divers with new levels 

of expertise. In the past few years we’ve been collecting a large number of data 
from real dives, both from dive profiles and physiological tests such as doppler 

ultrasound, echocardiography, hematocrit etc. We’re now pushing the boundaries of 
data collection, including the effective use of wearables to monitor key parametres 

not only before and after the dive, but while underwater. Learn how this is opening 
new possibilities for researchers and how this can improve your safety as a diver. 
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[Booking]

[5 Days // 02/10/2021 - 06/10/2021]

[Flow event package 1350 €]
Only 16 places available

 It includes all diving and all presentations, 
boat rides to the diving spots, sidemount 

tanks and air filling, transfers to and from 
the diving center to the harbor.
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[Accomodation]

[Hotel / appartment]

 La Favorita art hotel will welcome you with 
recently renovated rooms where the scent of 
the sea and the sound of the waves form the 

background to a hotel full of surprising charm.

Costa Dorada is a four star hotel located on 
the seafront promenade of Cala Gonone, right in 

front of the beach and next to the diving center.

Biriola Eco Resort offers different appartments, all 
completely renewed with balcony, that can suit couples, 

groups of friends or families.

[Contact us or more info and prices]
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